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Abstract

In an attempt to mimic the complex paths
through which unreliable content spreads be-
tween search engines and social media, we ex-
plore the impact of incorporating both web-
graph and large-scale social media contexts into
website credibility classification and discovery
systems. We further explore the usage of what
we define as dredge words on social media—
terms or phrases for which unreliable domains
rank highly. Through comprehensive graph
neural network ablations, we demonstrate that
curriculum-based heterogeneous graph mod-
els that leverage context from both webgraphs
and social media data outperform homoge-
neous and single-mode approaches. We further
demonstrate that the incorporation of dredge
words into our model strongly associates un-
reliable websites with social media and online
commerce platforms. Finally, we show our
heterogeneous model greatly outperforms com-
peting systems in the top-k identification of
unlabeled unreliable websites. We demonstrate
the strong unreliability signals present in the
diverse paths that users follow to uncover unre-
liable content, and we release a novel dataset
of dredge words.

1 Introduction

On February 24, 2022, the day Russia began its
invasion of Ukraine, Jacob Creech, a fringe Qanon
conspiracy theorist, posted a series of unsubstan-
tiated claims on Twitter. These tweets insinuated
that the US had created COVID-19, and implied
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine was actually being
carried out to shut down US-funded “biolabs” in
Ukraine and to prevent another global pandemic
(League, 2022). Hours after the tweet, the con-
spiratorial website InfoWars published an article
promoting the tweet, crediting its author for uncov-
ering an “ulterior motive theory” (League, 2022).
The tweet began circulating to other platforms as
Google queries for “US biolabs” and “Ukraine Bi-

olabs” spiked in the following days 1. As only
conspiratorial sites covered the tweet in its early
hours, those would have likely been the only rele-
vant search results until Snopes debunked the claim
later that day (Evon, 2022).

In some ways, this is a success story of the cur-
rent paradigm of combatting misinformation; fact-
checkers responded rapidly to a quickly-spreading
falsehood. In other ways, this highlights the chal-
lenges present in reactive misinformation interven-
tions. Despite quick debunking by fact-checkers,
the conspiracy was nonetheless echoed by estab-
lished news sources like Fox News, and later am-
plified on the floor of the US Senate(League, 2022).
Researchers later found that a coordinated cam-
paign of social media accounts boosted the nar-
rative on Twitter (Alieva et al., 2022). As of
2024, despite the underlying claims having been
debunked by many fact-checkers (Chappell and
Yousef, 2022; Parachini, 2022), a search engine au-
dit study found that Google, Bing, and Yandex
all returned URLs on their first page of results
that promote the “Ukraine Biolabs” conspiracy
(Kuznetsova et al., 2024). This story also high-
lights an important and understudied dimension
of misinformation spread: the interaction between
social media and search engines.

An alternative to reactive fact-checking ap-
proaches are proactive algorithmic content modera-
tion approaches. These can include modifying the
recommendation and ranking systems to decrease
the reach and virality of unreliable information
sources. In search engines, this can mean down-
ranking articles from unreliable domains, and on so-
cial media, this can mean ranking posts containing
unreliable domains lower in user newsfeeds. For
proactive approaches to succeed, platforms need
systems that can rapidly detect and discover unre-

1https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?
date=today%205-y&geo=US&q=Ukraine%20biolabs&hl=
en
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liable domains. Both classification and detection
are important as unreliable websites can, and do,
deploy a number of tactics to avoid blacklists (Car-
ragher et al., 2024). In this work, we present a
novel approach to the tasks of unreliable domain
detection and discovery that leverages signals from
both large-scale social media data and webgraph
data.

Directing users to search engines can be an ef-
fective tactic to spread misinformation as, since
2016, global surveys have consistently found that
individuals report higher trust in search engines
than traditional media (Barometer, 2024; McDul-
ing, 2015). Thus by pointing users to search en-
gines, either explicitly or implicitly, bad actors can
create a false sense of content reliability. Little
is understood about these pathways, and research
has only recently begun exploring the ways social
media users end up in data voids. The concepts
of problematic queries (Golebiewski and Boyd,
2019) and keyword signaling (Tripodi, 2019) are
highly related, but have only been explored in case
studies. The recently-proposed concept of search
directives provides a clear and observable path that
could direct users to unreliable content on search
engines. A search directive is content that is ex-
plicitly intended to prompt an online search, e.g.,
user a directs user b to "look up Chemtrails on
Google" (Robertson et al., 2023). In the context of
data voids, search directives as a concept have two
limitations: First, while search directives can di-
rect users to unreliable content, they can also direct
users to innocuous or helpful information. Second,
as the search trends for “Ukraine Biolabs” demon-
strate, users can be driven to unreliable content
through search engines by querying phrases that
appear without explicit search directives. To help
fill these gaps, we propose the concept of dredge
words—terms or keyphrases for which unreliable
domains rank highly on search engines.

By attempting to explicitly incorporate each of
the paths that users take to unreliable websites
into GNNs, we seek to explore the dynamics that
connect the spread of unreliable content on social
media and search engines. First, we attempt to
demonstrate domain (un)reliability signal present
in large-scale social media data and small-scale we-
bgraph data with varying levels of context. With
respect to website credibility classification, we use
graph neural networks to demonstrate the domain
reliability signal in user-domain interaction net-
works on large-scale twitter data, on small-scale

webgraph networks, and homogeneous and het-
erogeneous combinations of the two. Through
comprehensive graph neural network ablations, we
demonstrate that heterogeneous graph models that
leverage context from both webgraphs and social
media data outperform homogeneous and single-
mode approaches. We additionally demonstrate
that designing a training curriculum based on rel-
ative website reliability scores further increases
model performance.

Finally, we provide the first exploration
of dredge words on social media—terms or
keyphrases for which unreliable domains rank
highly in search engines. We demonstrate the use-
fulness of these dredge words in an unreliable do-
main classification and discovery process that mim-
ics how social media users may transition from
social platforms to the consumption of misinforma-
tion via search engines. Surprisingly, we also find
that dredge words frequently surface social media
URLs in top SERP positions, thus providing a bidi-
rectional path that often leads back to social media.
We show our heterogeneous model greatly outper-
forms competing systems in the top-k discovery of
unlabeled unreliable websites. We publicly release
the code, webgraph data collected for this project,
a dataset of 3,939 dredge words for 46 unreliable
news domains, and the resulting SERPs for each of
the dredge word queries2.

2 Related Works

2.1 Social Media

Classifying individual texts or articles is a core
problem addressed by research in misinformation
detection. Such detection methods have typically
relied on website content and social media data
(Castelo et al., 2019; Chen and Freire, 2020; Silva
et al., 2021). Castelo et al. proposed a topic-
agnostic detection system (Castelo et al., 2019)
that identifies unreliable articles based on Linguis-
tic Inquiry and Word Count features. Chen and
Freire adopted the method for the task of unreliable
domain discovery (Chen and Freire, 2020). Their
discovery system capitalized on user tendencies
within the social graph, wherein a user who tweets
a URL from a known unreliable source is likely to
also tweet URLs from yet unknown sources. Sim-
ilarly, Silva et al. combine website content and
social context resulting in a misinformation page

2Artefacts will be publicly released following review pe-
riod



detection method that leverages heterogeneous data
types (Silva et al., 2021), with a focus on early de-
tection across a broad range of topics.

2.2 Webgraphs

The predictive power of webgraphs and social me-
dia data have been demonstrated separately in sev-
eral contexts. Aswani et al. detect SEO manipula-
tion by link-building sites by clustering on Pager-
ank score and Domain Authority (Aswani et al.,
2021). For detecting news site bias, Aires et al.
(Patricia Aires et al., 2019) scrape cross-links from
a list of prominent news sites from Media Bias Fact
Check (Zandt, 2022). Sehgal et al. explore a case
where misinformation was spread through coordi-
nated hyperlink and social media networks (Sehgal
et al., 2021) on a dataset of 1.4k URLs. Another
recent case study demonstrated the manipulated
webgraph linkages of unreliable pseudo-thinktanks
(Williams and Carley, 2023). More recently, (Car-
ragher et al., 2024) proposed a webgraph-based
model for unreliable domain detection and discov-
ery tasks. For discovery, the authors use backlink-
ing domains in the webgraph in a snowball sam-
pling approach. The authors demonstrate that GNN
models trained on SEO attributes and webgraph
data proved effective for detection.

2.3 Combining Webgraphs and Social Media
Context

Zhang and Cabage show that social media and SEO
promotion have different strengths; they find that
social-sharing results in immediate but short-term
boosts to traffic, while the benefits of link-building
are slower to realize, but last longer (Zhang and
Cabage, 2017). This hints that a combination of
both webgraph and social media data should be
used in investigating misinformation sources. How-
ever, to our knowledge, this is the first work that
attempts to combine the two contexts for unreliable
domain classification or discovery.

3 Data

We construct datasets based on the paths that users
can take to unreliable websites. In our social media
and webgraph data, we attempt to capture explicit
paths users take to unreliable websites—i.e. click-
ing a URL. The dredge words we collect for a
subset of the unreliable domains represent implicit
paths.

3.1 URL Labels

We use the domain credibility labels published by
Lin et al. (Lin et al., 2023). The authors of the work
align the domain reliability ratings of all domains
ranked by 6 expert groups and run imputation fol-
lowed by principal component analysis to generate
aggregate ratings for 11,520 domains (Lin et al.,
2023). To our knowledge, this is the most compre-
hensive public domain reliability rating list as of
spring of 2024. The domains in this list are ranked
by the calculated first principal component where
low scores correspond to high expert agreement
on unreliability and high scores correspond to ex-
pert agreement on reliability. While these scores
are very sensible across wide principal component
score gaps, locally the relative orderings are less
clear. Treating website reliability as continuous
also muddies the interpretability and the discov-
ery process, as there’s not a transparent reason a
website should have a score of 0.571 as opposed
to 0.570. To address this issue, we elected to bi-
narize the website reliability labels. After manual
inspection of the data, we elected to consider the
bottom two quintiles as unreliable (corresponding
to a principal component threshold of 0.5162).

3.2 Webgraph and features

As extracting complete webgraph information for
these domains is computationally challenging, re-
searchers have generally needed to use third-party
tools to extract local webgraph attributes. We use
the SEO toolkit service Ahrefs3 to extract the 10
domains which link to each target domain at the
highest volume (the highest-volume back-linking
domains). We chose Ahrefs because researchers
have previously shown the usefulness of its data
in domain reliability classification and discovery
applications (Carragher et al., 2024; Williams and
Carley, 2023). We were unable to pull backlinks
for 193 of the domains. A random sample of 10
of 193 domains and found 9 of them were either
dead or unreachable. We therefore elected to drop
these 193 domains, leaving us with 11,327 unique
reliability-labeled domains and 32,431 unique unla-
beled backlinking domains for a total of 43,758 do-
mains. For each of these 43,758 domains, we pull
23 attributes, which for an individual domain, con-
tains fields like the total number of backlinks and
outlinks, number of backlinks coming from .edu or

3ahrefs.com



.gov domains, and number of referring pages 4.
Similar to the backlink network constructed in

(Carragher et al., 2024), there is clear assortativ-
ity across label-reliability groups as can be seen
in Figure 1. The prevalence of unlabeled nodes
in our network overwhelms a node attribute assor-
tativity coefficient calculation rA = −0.336. We
re-calculate node attribute assortativity on an in-
duced subgraph that only maintains edges between
labeled nodes. The subgraph contains less struc-
ture and 176 components, but nevertheless displays
strong positive associativity rA = 0.376. In other
words, domains of the same (binary) reliability are
more likely to link to one another than linking to
a domain of a different reliability. This provides
a strong justification for the use of network-based
models.

Figure 1: Webgraph colored by domain reliability labels.
The network contains 6,861 reliable (blue) websites,
4,466 (red) unreliable websites, and 32,431 unlabeled
(grey) backlinking websites.

3.3 Twitter Data

For social media context, we use a Twitter dataset
constructed by querying COVID-related keywords5

via Twitter’s streaming API between January 29,
2020 and June 26, 2022. Due to server issues and
API limitations, 121 days over the time period have
partial or missing data. However, these gaps are
spread relatively evenly over the time period, and
still provide strong coverage. Our final Twitter
dataset contained 3.6 billion extracted tweets.

From this set of 3.6 billion tweets, we pull all
Tweets that mention or link to one of our 11,520
websites, resulting in a dataset of 320M tweets that

4https://ahrefs.com/api/documentation/metrics
5coronavirus, Wuhan virus, Wuhanvirus, 2019nCoV,

NCoV, NCoV2019, covid-19, covid19, covid 19

link to over 840k unique domains. Of the origi-
nal 11,520 labeled domains, only 5,504 appeared
within the Twitter data. To reduce the noise in the
dataset we undertake several cleaning operations.
Firstly, we drop all tweets that do not explicitly in-
clude a link to the URL. Second, users with fewer
than 10 observed tweets over the time period were
dropped. To further condense the dataset, we only
include tweets which appeared at least 3 times in
the dataset. As reposting and retweeting are im-
portant influence metrics on Twitter, this drops the
tweets that likely did not receive as much attention.
We also dropped domains that were only linked
to by a single user and users that only linked to a
single domain, as we hypothesized these pendulum
nodes would be of limited use given the size of the
graph. As a result of the expense of the webgraph
attribute API, we chose to further restrict the Twit-
ter data to only include tweets that mention at least
one of the 43,758 domains for which we extracted
attributes. This corresponds to keeping tweets that
mention at least one of the 11,327 labeled domains
for which we have attributes or tweets that men-
tion one of the 11,327 and co-mention any of the
32,431 unlabeled domains. Following these clean-
ing operations, we are left with 555k users and
4.9M unique tweets which we observed tweeted or
retweeted 91.2M times. This reduced dataset con-
tains mentions of 2,475 reliability-labeled domains
and 714 unlabeled back-linking domains.

3.4 Dredge Words

With API constraints in mind, for the 100 websites
with the lowest PC1 score rank in (Lin et al., 2023).
We extract the top-ranked k ≤ 1, 000 Google
keyphrases from Ahrefs, for a total of 34,646
keyphrases. We then used WebSearcher (Robert-
son and Wilson, 2020) to query each of these
keyphrases on Google and extracted the first 10
URLs returned in each SERP. We kept all queries
for which the target unreliable domain was returned
in the top 10 Google search results. This resulted
in our set of 3,939 dredge words spanning 46 un-
reliable domains. We created a separate query to
find mentions of these keyphrases in the 3.6B tweet
covid dataset. This yielded 5.7 million tweets con-
taining dredge words. Many of the most common
mentions were explicit mentions of domain names
or organization names (which can be identical to
twitter handles—like “gatewaypundit”, “infowars”,
and “nvic” all received over 10,000 mentions. To
filter down the data, we use regular expressions to

https://ahrefs.com/api/documentation/metrics


ensure each drudge word begins with a hashtag,
starts a tweet, or is preceded by a white space. This
retains 213 dredge words in 421k tweets that qual-
itatively contain less noise. Of these 421k tweets,
only 9,788 (2%) explicitly linked to the unreliable
domain associated with the dredge word.

Figure 2: The top search results for the dredge word
“silent assassination through amplified neurons”. The
query surfaces fringe reddit subreddits followed by “be-
foreitsnews”, an unreliable news source.

Some examples of dredge words include “psy-
chic attack” (28 Twitter mentions), “akashic record”
(12), “flu shot injury” (6), and “fallcabal” (5).
While the majority of the dredge words are in En-
glish, other languages are present in the list, in-
cluding Chinese, Hindi, and Arabic. We use this
condensed twitter dataset and the set of SERP re-
sultss they yielded in our dredge-word-based unre-
liable domain discovery process. While we were
initially interested in paths from social media to
search engines, we find dredge word SERPs surpris-
ingly demonstrate a strong paths to social media.
Youtube was by far the most commonly-returned
domain (4,304 times). Wikipedia, Reddit, Quora,
Twitter, Amazon, and Facebook were also among
the most commonly-returned domains, in part due
to the widespread commercialization of pseudo-
scientific concepts. For a more in-depth analysis of
dredge words see Appendix A.

4 Methods

In order to evaluate the impact of additional lev-
els of context on our models, we construct graphs
that capture increasingly-granular levels of context
present in the data.

4.1 Single Mode Graphs

We define two single-mode graphs to evaluate the
effectiveness of the models using only webgraph
data and only Twitter data. LetW be the set of all
labeled and unlabeled websites {w1, w2, . . . , wn}
contained in the extracted webgraph data and define
U as the set of all Twitter users {u1, u2, . . . , un}
that link to domains ∈ W . For our webgraph data,
we define Gw = (W, A, Z, Y ) where A is a binary
undirected adjacency matrix where a 1 or 0 denotes
the presence or absence of a connection between
website i and website j. Z is a node feature matrix,
and Y is the label assigned to each node (1 = reli-
able, 0 = unreliable, −1 = unlabeled). We define
a corresponding graph for Twitter user-to-website
connections Gt = (U , A, Z, Y ) where nodes are
users and websites ∈ U and the set of edges cap-
tured by A denote observed edges between U and
W .

In the Gw, the constructed webgraph, we define
Z as the domain-level attributes extracted from
Ahrefs. Following (Carragher et al., 2024), we log-
normalize the features of each domain. However,
the social media network, Gt presents a challenge
in defining Z, as users do not have website-level
attributes. For this graph, we therefore define Zn as
features calculated using using Node2Vec (Grover
and Leskovec, 2016) parameterized with a walk
length to 20, context size to 10, and 10 walks per
node, and an embedding dimension of 23, chosen
because it is identical to the number of features
that we extract for each website from Ahrefs. Gt
presents an additional challenge in that not all web-
sites ∈ W are mentioned by users ∈ U . We include
social-media-only baselines, but these are trained
and evaluated on only a network of user interac-
tions with the 2,475 labeled domains mentioned in
the social media data, which make these results not
directly comparable with our other models.

4.2 Homogeneous Graph

We construct a homogeneous graph GHom = Gw ∪
Gt where ∪ denotes a graph union operation. As
node features for users and websites are different,
we consider only features derived from the graph
structure in the homogeneous model. Again, as
features are different for users and websites, we
calculate features using node2vec over the graph
GHom using the same parameters as for the single-
mode graph.



4.3 Heterogeneous Graph Construction

We construct a heterogeneous graph GHet = (W ∪
U , A, Z, ϕ, Y ) where ϕ denotes a type of relation:
websites-to-websites or users-to-websites. As a pre-
vious work has demonstrated the effectiveness of
webgraph features in reliability classification (Car-
ragher et al., 2024), we consider only two differ-
ent feature combinations. We consider a heteroge-
neous graph GHet where websites have log-normed
attributes from ahrefs and users are assigned the
node2vec attributes calculated for GHom. We con-
sider a second heteroegeneous graph, GHet,u where
each user is assigned attributes extracted from their
text content. For each user, we randomly sam-
ple, without replacement, 10 tweets for each ob-
served user and embed them using multilingual
distilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019)6. This is a naive
approach that excludes a massive amount of con-
text for some users, particularly as we observed
two users tweet over 1 million times in our fil-
tered dataset. Clearly, only considering 10 tweets
is suboptimal, but it is a standard practice in user
embedding literature (Pan and Ding, 2019). A clear
path for future work is to explore the impact more
advanced user embedding strategies within this sys-
tem.

4.4 Heterogeneous Dredge-word Graph
Construction

We construct an additional heterogeneous graph
GHet−d that attempts to model the path through
which dredge words can drive users to unreliable
content on search engines. ϕ in this graph can de-
note connections between dredge words and web-
sites extracted from SERPs or connections between
dredge words and users ∈ U . Dredge words em-
beddings were extracted using multilingual distil-
BERT, and these embeddings are used as features
for dredge word nodes. Though the dredge word
Twitter dataset was collected separately, but we
choose to restrict the users we consider to those
who also shared links to at least one known unreli-
able domain to facilitate model comparability. We
finally define GHet−Dredge as GHet−d ∪ GHet.

4.5 Graph Neural Networks

A label-stratified 80/10/10 split on labeled websites
is used to create training, validation, and test sets.
For our one-mode, heterogeneous, and homoge-

6All models in this paper were run or trained on a single
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3080.

neous experiments we use a simple 2-layer graph
neural network using GraphSAGE convolutions
proposed in (Hamilton et al., 2017). We ran experi-
ments using graph attention networks (Veličković
et al., 2017) and heterogeneous graph transform-
ers (Hu et al., 2020), but found marginal accuracy
gains at the cost of longer training times. Con-
sequently, we selected GraphSAGE layers. Each
model consists of a SAGEConv layer with dropout,
with a hidden dimension of 512, followed by a
ReLU activation and a second SAGEConv layer
with a log softmax activation function. For each
model, we train for a maximum of 1,000 epochs
with early stopping based on validation loss and a
patience of 50. We use an Adam optimizer with a
starting learning rate of 1e-3 and a cosine annealing
learning rate scheduler. The heterogeneous GNN,
the most complex network we consider, contains
3.2M parameters, and no model exceeded 5 min-
utes of training time to reach our early stopping
convergence condition.

4.6 Curriculum Learning
We assume that highly reliable and highly unre-
liable websites are easier to differentiate in web-
graphs than those that are mixed, mostly reliable,
or mostly unreliable. A manual examination of the
labeled URL data leads us to believe that this as-
sumption is very reasonable when website content
is considered (see appendix B).

We implement a slightly-modified version of the
"Baby Steps" learning curriculum proposed and
explored in (Spitkovsky et al., 2010; Cirik et al.,
2016). As domain labels from (Lin et al., 2023)
contain unified principal component scores of ex-
pert ratings of domain reliability, we can develop
a curriculum that first learns labels of extremely
reliable and extremely unreliable domains, and that
gradually works from the extremes towards the reli-
ability boundary. Using the original labeled domain
dataset D, we calculate quartiles of reliable labels
and unreliable labels using principal component
scores, and define these as an ordered set of batches
{d1, d2, . . . , d10}, where d1 is the first quintile of
the most reliable domains and d10 is the fifth quin-
tile of the unreliable domains. When using cur-
riculum learning, we begin training the modelM
using {d1, d10}, and following convergence, the
model considers {d1, d10} ∪ {d2, d9}. The model
continues in this fashion until it converges on all
available data. In our Baby Steps implementation,
the we define model’s corresponding convergence



as 10 epochs without an improvement in validation
loss. We note that this is the curriculum conver-
gence condition, and not the convergence condition
of the model. More generally, for a website relia-
bility curriculum C, an even-length dataset D, and
a modelM, our implementation of the Baby Steps
curriculum can be expressed as the procedure in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Modified Baby Steps Curriculum

input M, D, C
sort(D, C)
B ← ∅
for i ∈ 0, 1, . . . k2 do

whileM not converged do
B ← B ∪ D[i] ∪ D[k2 − i]
M(B)

returnM

4.7 Unreliable Domain Discovery

We implement and evaluate two distinct discovery
processes. The first is GNN discovery, where we
take predictions for unlabeled domains in the graph
from the best performing GNN model, Eu,w,c. We
call the second method “Dredge” Webgraph-Based
Discovery (WG-BDd), which mimics the path so-
cial media users take to reach unreliable domains
by observing dredge words on social media, and
querying these terms on a search engine. Using
WebSearcher (Robertson and Wilson, 2020), we
create a candidate list of domains from the top
10 SERP results for each of the dredge words we
have compiled from our Twitter dataset. We then
pull Ahrefs attributes for each of the candidate do-
mains and use the SEO attribute classifiers from
Carragher et al. (2024) to filter down the candidate
domains as detailed in the appendix.

We compare our discovery processes with the
webgraph-based discovery (WG-BD) process pro-
posed in Carragher et al. (2024) and with the social
media-based discovery process (SM-BD) proposed
in Chen and Freire (2020). Specifically, we con-
sider Precision@5, @10, @20, and we consider
the partial F1 metric proposed in Chen and Freire
(2020). This means we run the discovery process
twice, once on the full domain list where we eval-
uate results manually with top-10 and top-20 ac-
curacies, and again on a restricted domain list to
compute the partial F1 metric. We additionally
report partial precision and recall. We note that
dredge words were only considered for 46 of the

least reliable websites, so their inclusion in models
is likely to harm the models, as those features only
exist for a small set of the 11,327 labeled domains.
We nonetheless report statistics and discovery eval-
uations.

Due to a lack of ground truth labels for evaluat-
ing newly discovered domains, Partial F1 measures
the ability of the discovery system to find unreli-
able domains with respect to two known lists of
unreliable sources, a seed list and an evaluation
list. In this case, the seed list is the PoliticalNews
dataset and the evaluation list is drawn from un-
reliable MBFC domains (Chen and Freire, 2020).
As such, partial F1 measures the ability of a dis-
covery system seeded on PoliticalNews to discover
as many MBFC domains as possible (high partial
recall), without discovering domains that are not
in the MBFC list (high partial precision) (Castelo
et al., 2019). We discuss the limitations of the par-
tial F1 metric in more detail in Limitations and
Appendix C.

5 Results

5.1 Credibility Classification
We present Accuracy and F1 statistics for GNN
ablations in Table 1. H denotes a homogeneous
GNN and E denotes a heterogeneous GNN. The
subscripts u and w denote the use of the user net-
work (u) and/or the webgraph network (w). We
use graph-specific (Gw, Gt, or Gw ∪ Gt) Node2Vec
features in all GNNs without f or v subscripts. f
denotes the inclusion of webgraph features, v de-
notes the inclusion of embedded user text, and d
denotes the model was trained on GHet−Dredge. Fi-
nally, c denotes the inclusion learning curriculum
in training. We note that the two social-media-only
models, Hu and Hu,c are trained and evaluated
on only the 2,475 labeled domains that were men-
tioned in the cleaned social media data.

We find that the heterogeneous model Eu,w,c,
which incorporates the user network, the webgraph,
and curriculum learning outperforms all other mod-
els with an F1 of 0.7777±.003. While the accuracy
of the Social Media models is higher, those models
are run only on a subset of the data, and thus are
not directly comparable.

5.2 GNN Discovery
Two annotators7 independently annotated the re-
liability of the top 20 predictions (sorted by pre-

725-30 year-old PhD candidates studying misinformation



Model Accuracy F1
Hw 0.7686 ± .004 0.7545 ± .005
Hw,f 0.7799 ± .002 0.7714 ± .002
Hw,f,c 0.7791 ± .002 0.7705 ± .002
H∗

u 0.8012* ± .005 0.7443* ± .008
H∗

u,c 0.8113* ± .007 0.7582* ± .009
Hu,w 0.7523 ± .005 0.7654 ± .005
Hu,w,c 0.7696 ± .006 0.7559 ± .006
Eu,w 0.7797 ± .010 0.7707 ± .012
Eu,w,c 0.7865 ± .002 0.7777 ± .003
Eu,w,f,v 0.7827 ± .007 0.7741 ± .008
Eu,w,c,f,v 0.7738 ± .118 0.7657 ± .018
Eu,w,c,f,v,d 0.7787 ± .004 0.7675 ± .007

Table 1: Mean Accuracy and F1 and standard deviations
for each GNN ablation over 10 runs. H denotes homo-
geneous and E denotes a heterogeneous and subscripts
denote included networks and features. * denotes social-
media-only—these were run and evaluated on the 2,475
labeled domains mentioned in the Twitter data and thus
are not directly comparable with other models.

diction confidence) of the top performing model,
Eu,w,c, over the set of all unlabeled domains. Inter-
annotator agreement in the first round had a Krip-
pendorff’s α = 0.78. The annotators then met
and resolved all disagreements. We compare our
model with the webgraph-based discovery (WG-
BD) approach in (Carragher et al., 2024). As that
paper’s discovery process did not rank discovered
domains, we sort results by the misinformation
classifier proposed in the work. Again, two inde-
pendent annotators ranked the results, yielding a
Krippendorff’s α = 0.69. For comparison with
previous unreliable domain discovery approaches,
we additionally report partial F1, defined in Chen
and Freire (2020) as the set of true positive unreli-
able domains with credibility labeled “mixed” or
worse by Media Bias Fact Check. Thresholding at
a prediction confidence level of 0.7 (see Appendix
C for sensitivity analysis), the Partial F1 of our top-
performing GNN model is 0.25, which is largely
in-line with Chen and Freire (2020) (0.29) and Car-
ragher et al. (2024) (0.28). We observe that Eu,w,c

outperforms both competing systems at each level
of precision we consider.

5.3 Dredge Word Discovery

We consider two dredge word discovery ap-
proaches: one (Dredge WG-BDd) using the discov-
ery approach proposed in (Carragher et al., 2024)
and the other using the GNN trained with dredge

Model P@5 P@10 P@20 PF1 PP PR
Eu,w,c 1 1 0.9 0.25 0.18 0.35
Eu,w,c,f,v,d * * * 0.07 0.04 0.26
SM-BD - - 0.7 0.29 0.24 0.37
WG-BD 0.2 0.5 0.65 0.27 0.24 0.31
WG-BDd 0.8 0.7 0.55 0.02 0.17 0.01

Table 2: Precision@K and Partial F1 (PF1), Partial
Precision (PP), and Partial Recall (PR) discovery evalu-
ations from (Chen and Freire, 2020). We compare our
heterogeneous GNN and heterogeneous dredge word
GNN with the social media-based discovery (SM-BD)
proposed in (Chen and Freire, 2020) and webgraph
based discovery (WG-BD) proposed in (Carragher et al.,
2024), and a modified version of WG-BD that incorpo-
rates dredge words (WG-BDd).

word context (Eu,w,c,f,v,d). In the first approach,
we observe that WG-BDd yields higher precision
than the webgraph based discovery for P@5 and
P@10, but lower precision for P@20. In the lat-
ter approach, as a consequence of 1) only extract-
ing dredge word networks for only 46 of the least
reliable domains 2) the dominance of social me-
dia and shopping sites in the dredge word SERPs,
the dredge word GNN learns to heavily associate
social media sites and online shopping platforms
with unreliable domains. The 10 most confident
predictions the GNN returns contain 7 social me-
dia sites, amazon, itunes, and s3.amazonaws. A
deeper analysis of these results reveals that the
pseudo-scientific and conspiratorial dredge words
are targeted by dubious sellers, podcasters, and so-
cial media influencers (see Appendix A for a case
study). The model seems to have over-relied on
these easy signals, which also harmed its PF1. A
deeper exploration of these relationships is war-
ranted, and would be a fruitful path for future work.
As these websites are out-of-domain for our task,
but still often contain unreliable content, we chose
not evaluate Precision@k for this set.

6 Conclusion

We propose a model for unreliable domain detec-
tion that incorporates many of the diverse paths
that users take to unreliable domains. We propose
the idea of Dredge Words and highlight their bidi-
rectional connections with social media. Finally,
we demonstrate that our best-performing proposed
model outperforms competing systems on the task
of unreliable domain discovery.
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7 Limitations

While we attempted to mitigate limitations where
possible, several substantial ones exist. First, the
Twitter data were collected from 2020-2022, but
the dredge words used in this paper were based
on Google SERPs in 2024. We cannot say that
the dredge words we extracted surfaced the same
content in 2024 as when the phrases were initially
used on Twitter. However, given the conspirato-
rial, niche, and pseudo-scientific nature of many of
the dredge words we identified, we speculate that
they would be unlikely to surface substantial reli-
able content, particularly as reliable sites have had
several years to attempt to debunk—and thereby
rank for—dredge word queries. Future work could
explore the impacts of better temporal alignment,
which would have the added benefit of covering
data voids formed around breaking news stories.

The Partial F1 metric we use for discovery evalu-
ation is limited, as previous work has shown many
PoliticalNews and MBFC sites on which the met-
ric relies are dead or no longer active (Carragher
et al., 2024). However, to our knowledge, no better
metric exists for evaluating unreliable domain dis-
covery systems. This is a needed avenue for future
work. Additionally, the current process for extract-
ing dredge words relies on paid third-party services.
While we validated each of the extracted dredge
words to ensure they are ranking in Google’s top-
10, approaches to extract keyphrases from, for ex-
ample, common-crawl webgraphs would provide
more democratization of this line of research. We
publish all dredge word data collected for this
project in line with that goal.

Finally, dredge words were only extracted for 46
of the least reliable 11,327 labeled domains. Their

inclusion in our models is therefore not particularly
helpful. We elected to include the results from
these models because they point to an interesting
and understudied phenomenon: bidirectional paths
between social media and search engines, which
appear to be often targeted by monetary interests.
In future work, we plan to repeat this process with
dredge words extracted for a larger set of unreli-
able domains, along with keywords extracted from
reliable domains.

8 Ethical Considerations

To avoid unintentionally boosting the search rank-
ings of unreliable domains, we do not directly link
to any referenced unreliable domains. For unre-
liable sites, we link to either archive.org or third-
party reliability assessments of those domains. We
further acknowledge the inherent challenges in de-
termining the “reliability” of websites, and note
that even reliable websites can occasionally pub-
lish inaccurate content. We defaulted entirely to
third parties in our original acquisition of labels,
but emphasize that any reliability-labeling ontol-
ogy should be scrutinized to minimize harms. We
would argue that the system we proposed could be
generalized to any reasonable reliability ontology.

Acknowledging that the Twitter data likely con-
tains examples of “sensitive events” which could
compromise the privacy or safety of users, we ad-
here to Twitter’s terms of service and do not release
this data8. Finally, we acknowledge that by pub-
licly releasing these dredge-word lists, bad actors
could use these terms to direct people to unreli-
able information. However, once data voids are
identified, they are often plugged (Norocel and
Lewandowski, 2023). We hope that by releasing
this data, reliable websites can target these phrases
to reduce both the visibility and the ease of access
of unreliable content.
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A Dredge Word EDA

A.1 Dredge Word SERPs
To understand the distributions of websites surfaced
in SERPs, we will provide an illustrative example.
One could imagine a user browsing a social media
platform and coming across a tweet or post like the
one in Figure 3.

Figure 3: A tweet about “indigo children”.

A user encountering new, potentially perplex-
ing information, might then be curious and com-
pelled to search “indigo children meaning” or just
“indigo children” on Google—both phrases are
dredge words. We provide the results for for-
mer query in Figure 4. We note that Google’s
definition snippet expresses pseudo-scientific con-
cepts. YouTube videos, followed by a Reddit post
from the /r/Psychic subreddit were the fourth-to-
the-seventh highest-ranked URLs when we man-
ually searched this dredge word phrase in June
of 2024. Another user who may have searched

only “indigo children”, would have seen a snippet
from Wikipedia which correctly calls indigo chil-
dren pseudoscientific. However, the user would
have seen four books for sale about indigo chil-
dren alongside the snippet, and the second highest-
ranking return was an article from an unreliable
domain identifying the “13 signs you’re an indigo
child”. Were the user to then scroll down to the 6th
result, they would see an Amazon link to a book
on indigo children.

Figure 4: SERP results for “Indigo Children Meaning”

.

A.2 Dredge EDA

We applied the python library langdetect (Danilák,
2014) to the list of 3,933 dredge words used in
the paper, but we observe that automated language
extraction of dredge words is a challenge. We ob-
served many dredge words are disembodied frag-
ments, names of people, or simply foreign words
adopted by various communities. For example, sev-
eral Hindi-language-origin yoga poses appear in
the dredge word list: parivrtta anjaneyasana and
parivrtta utkatasana. These terms surface gaia, a
conspiracy pseudoscience website9. Some web-
sites rank highly for the same terms in multiple
langauges; the arabic and chinese words for (coral)

9https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/gaia/
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both surface creation, a website that frequently pro-
motes pseudoscience10. Qualitatively, hatespeech
is fairly uncommon in the dredge words we iden-
tified; 11 unique dredge word phrases contain the
non-euphemistic writing of the n-word and 3 others
contain a homophobic slur.

B Curriculum EDA

Among the websites rated most reliable, the style,
content, and widespread name recognition would
very likely result in most annotators to correctly
identifying the sites as reliable (e.g., reuters.com,
nasa.gov, smithsonianmag.com, nature.com). The
landing pages of some of the least reliable la-
beled domains are also typically easy to categorize,
with websites that contain toxic green backgrounds
accompanied by blurry photos of George Soros
11, proclamations of white nationalism 12, or full
links to alien siting websites and paid psychic ser-
vices 13. Though our webgraph model is content-
agnostic, we hypothesize that the webgraph and
site attributes will exhibit similarly "easy" patterns
across the extremes. To test this hypothesis, we im-
plement a curriculum learning batching procedure
(Bengio et al., 2009).

C Partial F1 threshhold sensitivity

To investigate the partial F1 metric we experiment
with various classifier confidence thresholds. Nat-
urally, as confidence increases, we see higher pre-
cision and lower recall (Figure 5). The disparity
between partial recall and partial precision implies
that our discovery process is not very precise. How-
ever, in the manual evaluation of Precision@k, we
find precision is actually very high. This indicates a
fundamental issue with the partial precision metric;
it underestimates model performance, particularly
as the MBFC reference list ages. This is in line
with previous findings that unreliable domain lists
quickly become outdated (Carragher et al., 2024),
and it complicates the evaluation of discovery pro-
cesses. Further work on domain reliability discov-
ery metrics is needed.

For Precision@k assessments, two annotators
were asked “is this website unreliable” and asked

10https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/christian-ministries-
international/

11https://web.archive.org/web/20240112053008/
http://www.endgamethemovie.com/

12https://web.archive.org/web/20240108044820/
https://www.stormfront.org/forum/

13https://web.archive.org/web/20240116140224/
https://rense.com/

Figure 5: GNN discovery performance vs. classifier
confidence reveals that the Partial F1 metric is precision
bounded.

to provide a rationale for why or why not. Annota-
tions involved exploration of the domain and lateral
reading—looking at what other reliable sources
have written about the domain. We publicly release
these annotations alongside annotator rationales.14

14Following acceptance.
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